
Well done the voters

The deliberate log jam created by the last Parliament was preventing good
government, undermining us abroad and seeking to subvert the results of the
EU referendum. We had to ask the voters to make a decision.

They have done so in a clear way. There was a big choice to make. Did they
want a Corbyn led government with massive promises to increase spending,
borrowing and taxes, or did they want a moderate reflation of the economy
with some spending increases for important services and some tax cuts? Did
they trust Labour or the Conservatives with the security and future of our
country. They gave a convincing answer last night.

There was also the question of how many voters did wish to go back on the
referendum to leave the EU. Prime Minister in waiting Jo Swinson offered the
country the choice to revoke our application to leave by a simple repeal vote
in Parliament. It was a bold and radical proposal. Just 11% backed it, and
her own voters instead asked her to leave Parliament. I hope those who keep
telling us people want to remain will reflect on this result.

Labour says they lost because the failed to back Brexit, having done so in
2017 when they got a better result. Doubtless there was some of that in the
poor results they achieved, but there was also the prior questions about
economic management and direction and style of leadership which dominated in
many discussions.

Now this new Conservative majority government has two immediate tasks. It
does need as the PM says to “get Brexit done”, which means taking back
control of our money, borders and laws, and means negotiating that Free Trade
Agreement the EU has promised in principle. It also means an early budget, as
we are in urgent need of a stimulus, at a time of world slowdown and
worldwide manufacturing recession.
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